Internal Medicine Residency
2019-2020

FIRST-YEAR RESIDENT PHYSICIANS

Thomas De Santis, DO  Jourdan Harkless, DO  Joshua Llorente, DO  Alexander Miller, DO  Trivian Nguyen, MD  Gregory Pagnotta, DO  Angela Park, DO  David Tate, DO  Erin Voelschow, DO

SECOND-YEAR RESIDENT PHYSICIANS

Kristoffer Davidson, DO  Ross Elliott, DO  Nathan Handler, DO  Jonathan Heckart, DO  Brittany Hunt, DO  Allie Ladd, MD  Elise McPherson, DO  Michael Shaw, DO  Dominic Tran-Nguyen, DO  Dustin Uhlenhopp, DO

THIRD-YEAR RESIDENT PHYSICIANS

Ruth Campbell, DO  Gina Chesini, DO  Austin Coder, DO  Omar Jaradat, MD  Shane McIntyre, DO  Ashley Osenga, MD  Stephanie Sam, DO  Katelynn Splett, DO  Jacob West, DO  Muk Yan, DO

For questions, please contact the Medical Education & Research Department at 515-643-8678.